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Abstract 
Christians in cyberspace. The aim of this work is to find an answer to the question of whether 
it is possible to use cyberspace safely and for good, or whether cyberspace itself is bad and its 
use incorrect. 
The first part of the work is devoted to the rapid technological development of recent decades 
in general. The first chapter defines the concept of cyberspace. The second chapter will 
summarize the development of technologies related to cyberspace, mainly telecommunications 
technologies. The next chapters look at how this change and the spread of technology has 
changed the way people communicate, and describe the most important changes, both positive 
and negative. 
The second part of the work tries to introduce to the specific worlds of the inhabitants 
of cyberspace, to the communities that have emerged around the new technologies with 
different goals. At the same time, specific examples were selected, in which new facts can be 
seen in some way, which were previously not available at all, or only to a limited extent. 
The last, third part is then the core of this work, to which the first two parts lead. It first describes 
how the already mentioned development of technologies and changes in the style of 
communication affect the individual, what are the benefits and consequences for him, and 
finally summarizes what the teachings of the Church say about this new situation. 
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